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Reading free 2003 honda odyssey p0748 Full PDF
original pcm is indeed faulty it shows prim o2 sensor s voltage at constant 12 x volt it was replaced with a used unit which shows
normal up and downs in prim o2 sensor v p0748 was deleted drove 1 2 mile and p0748 came back with blinking d of course 2002
ody with 252k miles symptom lack of acceleration in d drive but accelerates in 1 2 d3 and finally d codes p0730 p0748
troubleshooting shows that solenoid valve a has a proper resistance 6 5 ohms the fault code p0748 can be caused by dirty
transmission fluid low transmission fluid level faulty line pressure solenoid valve a open or shorted harness of line pressure solenoid
valve a and poor electrical connection in the circuit of line pressure solenoid valve a the p0748 code stands for pressure control
solenoid a electrical it s triggered when the pcm detects complications in the pressure control solenoid that is designated a a
defective or faulty pressure control solenoid is one of the common triggers for the code there are several pages of checking the
wiring between the pressure control solonoid and the pcm as a quick check look at the cables from the solonoids to the pcm and
check for insulation missing or being chewed by rodents animals like honda cables 1 324 posts discussion starter 42 jun 6 2023
update adding a resistor from o2 snesor 4 pin to fuse 6 has no effect the code p0135 is still there cel and tcs are lit so there are two
possible failed parts o2 sensor and pcm p0748 transmission code but when the car cools down the cade can be reset and the car
drives fine it s been over 90 degrees these past days once the car gets hot 25 miles or so it sets the cod read more the check engine
light did come on after several weeks but this time the code is different p0741 the following list the items that could trigger this
code defective torque converter lockup solenoid defective engine coolant temperature sensor defective torque converter clutch
defective valve body i have a honda oddyssey 2006 with the error code p0747 which solenoid needs replacing i can t figure out
which answered by a verified mechanic for honda code p0748 1 answer 0 votes answered apr 24 2017 by anonymous see picture
below since your car is a 2002 pressure control solenoid a will be the one closest the to dip stick i don t know where this solenoid is
located my 07 honda odyssey is coding p0747 we hot the part but don t know where the part goes we found info on some of
answered by a verified mechanic for honda if an audio unit with theft protection is disconnected from electrical power you must
enter a unique code number into the unit or it will not work this code and the audio unit s serial number are listed on the anti
theft id card that comes with the vehicle the odyssey combines engaging performance with a spacious interior and extensive safety
features delivering an overall value that helped it to be named the 2022 best minivan for the money by u s news world report
alexander stoklosa motortrend honda has hinted that its odyssey minivan is getting an update likely an entire redesign for 2025 a
move that will bring the aging people mover up to date honda odyssey generation forums 1999 2004 odyssey p0748 a t solenoid a
problem with a twist jump to latest follow fuelgasoline petrol our liability is limited to the price paid for the goods only engine
size2400 faulty goods type classification no56 ext color nonh820p i m trying to chase 2 problems one p0135 prim o2 sensor and
another is p0748 solenoid valve a i also have two pcms one original and another is used replacement i ll call it replacement
programmed with proper vin p0720 is a generic obd ii trouble code which means that it has the same meaning for your honda
odyssey as it would any other vehicle it indicates that your odyssey s oss output shaft speed sensor is reporting a malfunction it s
typically caused by a bad oss or a wiring problem when the p0507 code appears it means that the engine s rpm is higher than
honda s specifications at idle when you aren t pressing your odyssey s accelerator pedal this can lead to poor fuel economy increased
emissions and reduced engine performance autozone guys told me i had p0135 p0141 and p0748 took ody to dealer they wanted 99
to check cruise and 99 to check engine light after everything was fixed they said they had to do a switch alignment not sure if
thats true invoice has following code p1298 which they say was fixed



recurring error code p0748 solenoid valve a honda odyssey May 28 2024

original pcm is indeed faulty it shows prim o2 sensor s voltage at constant 12 x volt it was replaced with a used unit which shows
normal up and downs in prim o2 sensor v p0748 was deleted drove 1 2 mile and p0748 came back with blinking d of course

p0748 a t solenoid a problem with a twist honda odyssey Apr 27 2024

2002 ody with 252k miles symptom lack of acceleration in d drive but accelerates in 1 2 d3 and finally d codes p0730 p0748
troubleshooting shows that solenoid valve a has a proper resistance 6 5 ohms

solved p0748 code fixing pressure control solenoid a Mar 26 2024

the fault code p0748 can be caused by dirty transmission fluid low transmission fluid level faulty line pressure solenoid valve a
open or shorted harness of line pressure solenoid valve a and poor electrical connection in the circuit of line pressure solenoid valve
a

p0748 code pressure control solenoid a electrical Feb 25 2024

the p0748 code stands for pressure control solenoid a electrical it s triggered when the pcm detects complications in the pressure
control solenoid that is designated a a defective or faulty pressure control solenoid is one of the common triggers for the code

p0748 code a t clutch pressure control honda odyssey forum Jan 24 2024

there are several pages of checking the wiring between the pressure control solonoid and the pcm as a quick check look at the
cables from the solonoids to the pcm and check for insulation missing or being chewed by rodents animals like honda cables

p0748 a t solenoid a problem with a honda odyssey forum Dec 23 2023

1 324 posts discussion starter 42 jun 6 2023 update adding a resistor from o2 snesor 4 pin to fuse 6 has no effect the code p0135 is still
there cel and tcs are lit so there are two possible failed parts o2 sensor and pcm

i have a 2003 honda odyssey at transmission with code p0748 Nov 22 2023

p0748 transmission code but when the car cools down the cade can be reset and the car drives fine it s been over 90 degrees these
past days once the car gets hot 25 miles or so it sets the cod read more

p0741 code how to repair honda odyssey forum Oct 21 2023

the check engine light did come on after several weeks but this time the code is different p0741 the following list the items that
could trigger this code defective torque converter lockup solenoid defective engine coolant temperature sensor defective torque
converter clutch defective valve body

troubleshooting p0747 error code on honda odyssey 2006 q a Sep 20 2023

i have a honda oddyssey 2006 with the error code p0747 which solenoid needs replacing i can t figure out which answered by a
verified mechanic for honda

i have a 2002 odyssey giving codep0748 can you tell me Aug 19 2023

code p0748 1 answer 0 votes answered apr 24 2017 by anonymous see picture below since your car is a 2002 pressure control
solenoid a will be the one closest the to dip stick i don t know where this solenoid is located



honda odyssey p0747 shift solenoid location troubleshooting Jul 18 2023

my 07 honda odyssey is coding p0747 we hot the part but don t know where the part goes we found info on some of answered by
a verified mechanic for honda

how to fix code p0748 on a 2002 honda odyssey fixya Jun 17 2023

if an audio unit with theft protection is disconnected from electrical power you must enter a unique code number into the unit or
it will not work this code and the audio unit s serial number are listed on the anti theft id card that comes with the vehicle

2024 honda odyssey the fun family minivan honda May 16 2023

the odyssey combines engaging performance with a spacious interior and extensive safety features delivering an overall value that
helped it to be named the 2022 best minivan for the money by u s news world report

2025 honda odyssey everything we know about the next minivan Apr 15 2023

alexander stoklosa motortrend honda has hinted that its odyssey minivan is getting an update likely an entire redesign for 2025 a
move that will bring the aging people mover up to date

p0748 a t solenoid a problem with a honda odyssey forum Mar 14 2023

honda odyssey generation forums 1999 2004 odyssey p0748 a t solenoid a problem with a twist jump to latest follow

honda odyssey 2015 dba rc1 fuel pump 17708t6a003 used ebay Feb 13 2023

fuelgasoline petrol our liability is limited to the price paid for the goods only engine size2400 faulty goods type classification no56
ext color nonh820p

let me understand how pcm works honda odyssey forum Jan 12 2023

i m trying to chase 2 problems one p0135 prim o2 sensor and another is p0748 solenoid valve a i also have two pcms one original
and another is used replacement i ll call it replacement programmed with proper vin

honda odyssey p0720 oss circuit malfunction Dec 11 2022

p0720 is a generic obd ii trouble code which means that it has the same meaning for your honda odyssey as it would any other
vehicle it indicates that your odyssey s oss output shaft speed sensor is reporting a malfunction it s typically caused by a bad oss or a
wiring problem

honda odyssey p0507 code meaning causes how to fix Nov 10 2022

when the p0507 code appears it means that the engine s rpm is higher than honda s specifications at idle when you aren t pressing
your odyssey s accelerator pedal this can lead to poor fuel economy increased emissions and reduced engine performance

p0135 p0141 and p0748 turns out p1298 honda odyssey forum Oct 09 2022

autozone guys told me i had p0135 p0141 and p0748 took ody to dealer they wanted 99 to check cruise and 99 to check engine light
after everything was fixed they said they had to do a switch alignment not sure if thats true invoice has following code p1298
which they say was fixed
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